Universal Temperature Converter

MPU 1.00 GW

FEATURES
Input, switchable:
PT 100, PT 500, PT 1000, Ni 1000,
resistor up to 5 kΩ in 2-, 3- or
4-wire technology
Output, simultaneous:
Current 0(4)...20 mA (active or
passive) and Voltage 0(2)...10 V
Potential-free relay output for
the detection of sensor errors
Range, limit and offset
setting options
Galvanic 4-way isolation

FUNCTION
The selection of the values, the operation/ setting/
parameterization for
Input:
measuring and temperature range
2-, 3-, 4-wire
zero point correction for 2-wire measurement
Output:
minimum and maximum limits
relay (inverted or non-inverted)
is made either with the front panel push-buttons
with inclusion of the display, or with the USB2 interface adapter resp. USB-Simulator in connection with
the KALIB-Software.
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Auxiliary power: 24...250 V DC
90...253 V AC
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PT100, PT500,
PT1000, Ni1000,
R 5 kΩ in 2-/ 3or 4-wire

114,5

The MPU 1.00 GW is processing PT 100, PT 500,
PT 1000 and Ni 1000 signals as well as resistors up
to 5 kΩ.
It is used for the precise measurement of temperature with resistance thermometers in 2-, 3- or
4-wire technology.
Its outputs can do current (active or passive) and
voltage simultaneous.
Additionally adjustable are minimum and maximum
limits for the output signal.
A potential-free relay is available for the monitoring
of sensor errors, which can be operated inverted or
non-inverted.

Universal Temperature Converter

MPU 1.00 GW

OVERVIEW-MENU
display*1

function
Actual value display as
well as error indication
(Err) for sensor error.

example

description

example

Out of range

no range error

Output sensor error
relay switching status
(can also be switched in error-free
state -> inverted)

display mode

adjustable
range

range error

relay contact open

relay contact closed

(relay contacts only refer to sensor errors, not range errors)

push red button > 2 sec.
parameterizing
mode
[Parameter]
"PT.01"
"PT.05"
"PT.10"
"Ni.10"

≙ PT100
≙ PT500
≙ PT1000
≙ Nickel
1000
"r .50" ≙ R 5 kΩ

Selection of sensor.
[Sensor]

e.g. PT.01:
As temperature sensor
a PT100 - sensor is used.

Selection of the right temperature sensor basically
for the calculation of the
current temperature.

"2.drA" ≙ 2-wire
"3.drA" ≙ 3-wire
"4.drA" ≙ 4-wire

Setting of the
measuring method.
[x-Draht-Technic]

e.g. 2.drA:
The two-wire technique
is used as the measuring
method.

In three or four-wire
operation, the line
resistance can be automatically calculated and
corrected.

- 50.0 ... + 50.0

Temperature offset
value in °C.
[Temp. Offset]

e.g. + 10.0:
Shifting of the measuring
zero point by the set value.

The measuring zero point
can be shifted for example
in the two-wire technique
for correction of the line
resistances.

- 199.0 ... + 849.0

Measurement initial
value of the input
signal in °C.
[Input low]

e.g. 20:
Measurement initial value
is 20 °C.

Measurement end
value of the input
signal in °C.
[Input high]

e.g. 100:
Measurement end value
is 100 °C.

- 199.0 ... + 849.0

Legend:

selection

next

parameterizing mode

Presetting of all important
parameters.

When the adjusted
temperature is measured,
the analogue output is
set to the value which is
adjusted under "initial /
end value output signal".

*1 There is a constant change between the actual indicated value and the display of the menu item.
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OVERVIEW-MENU
function

"UoLt" ≙ Volt
"nnA" ≙ mA
"ProZ" ≙ Percent

Display for analog
output
U [V]/ I [mA]/ %
[Display]

e.g. nnA:
Values in the display refer
to the unit "mA".

U: - 0,3 ... + 10,7
I: - 0,5 ... + 21,4
%: - 3,0 ... + 107,0

Initial value
output signal
U [V]/ I [mA]/ %
[Output Anfang]

e.g. Output voltage (U):
1 ≙ output voltage
1 V, if actual temp. is on
measurement initial value.

U: - 0,3 ... + 10,7
I: - 0,5 ... + 21,4
%: - 3,0 ... + 107,0

End value
output signal
U [V]/ I [mA]/ %
[Output Ende]

e.g. Output current (I):
17 ≙ output current
17 mA, if actual temp. is on
measurement end value.

U: - 0,3 ... + 10,7
I: - 0,5 ... + 21,4
%: - 3,0 ... + 107,0

minimal
output signal
U [V]/ I [mA]/ %
[Output Limit low]

e.g. Output voltage (U):
3 ≙ minimal
output voltage 3 V

U: - 0,3 ... + 10,7
I: - 0,5 ... + 21,4
%: - 3,0 ... + 107,0

maximum
output signal
U [V]/ I [mA]/ %
[Output Limit
high]

e.g. Output current (I):
15 ≙ maximum
output current 15 mA

U: - 0,3 ... + 10,7
I: - 0,5 ... + 21,4
%: - 3,0 ... + 107,0

Output signal at
sensor error
U [V]/ I [mA]/ %
[UI. Error]

e.g. Output percent (%):
75 ≙ 75 % of the output
current or voltage
(based on 0...20 mA /
0...10 V) at sensor error

0 ... 999

Damping of the
input signal in sec.
[Damping]

e.g. 10:
10 sec. until the output has
reached the level.

Legend:
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selection

next

example

description

The values which are set in
the following five menus
refer to the unit set in this
menu.

The unit of the value to
be entered refers to the
preselection of the display
(diSP); U/ I or %.
However, the current
and voltage are always
applied simultaneously
to the corresponding
terminals.
All values are to consider
absolute, i.e.
0...100 % ≙ 0...20 mA ≙
0...10 V.

Time until the output responds to the input change
and assumes its corresponding correct value.

*1 There is a constant change between the actual indicated value and the display of the menu item.

parameterizing mode

display*1

adjustable
range

Universal Temperature Converter

MPU 1.00 GW

OVERVIEW-MENU
adjustable
range

"on.Er" / "oF.Er"

display*1

function

Relay state at
sensor error.
[Relay]

example

e.g. "on.Er": Relay contact
closes at sensor error.

description

Relay state at sensor
error -> can be
operated inverted or
non-inverted.
End of parameterization
mode
-> back to display mode

parameterizing mode

End
[End]

Legend:

selection

next

*1 There is a constant change between the actual indicated value and the display of the menu item.
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CHANGE VALUE (select

MPU 1.00 GW

to change the menu item):

change value:
preset
value

change
position 1

value changed
to „6“

confirm
value

position 1
changed

change
position 2

changed
to „3“

confirm
value

position 2
changeable

change
position 2

value changed
to „ “

confirm
value

space saved,
value: „9“

save and
back

value changed
to „36“

save and
back

delete positions:
previous
value

go to
position 2

Operating instructions:

Legend:

The displayed position gets changed with the push-button
Values such as

to

Use the push-button

, minus

and space (end of input)

.

number blinks on display
are possible.

to confirm the actual position and go to the next or return to the next menu item after

changing the last position. To abort, push and hold the button

longer.

minus blinks on display
space (blank position)
selection
confirm
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Input:
temperature sensor:
ranges:

PT100, PT500, PT1000, Ni1000, R 5 kΩ in 2-/ 3- or 4-wire
PT100/ 500/ 1000: -199 ... +849 °C
Ni1000: -58 ... +208 °C
R 5 kΩ: 0 ... 5250 Ω
terminal 5, 6, 7, 8

connection:

Connection diagram:
~
Auxiliary power
~

1

2

3

4

Output:
I: load-independent DC current:
0(4)...20 mA
permissible load max. 500 Ω
connection:
terminal 9 -, 10 +
or:
loop-powered DC current:
0(4)...20 mA
max. permissible voltage 30 V
connection:
terminal 13 -, 14 +
Caution: do not use output I active (load-independent)and I passive (loop pow.) at the same time!
U: load-independent DC voltage:
connection:

0(2)...10 V
terminal 11 -, 12 +

permissible load ≥ 3 kΩ simultaneous
≥ 1 kΩ exclusive

The maximum limits for current and voltage output are fixed at 21,4 mA respectively 10,7 V.
The maximum load for the relay sensor error is 50 mA/ 100 V.
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Serial interface
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Output simultaneous
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-> Selection of sensor (PT100, PT500, PT1000, Ni1000, R 5 kΩ)
-> Setting of the measuring method (2-/ 3- oder 4-wire technology)
-> Temperature offset value in °C
-> Measurement initial value of the input signal in ° C
-> Measurement end value of the input signal in ° C
-> Display for analogue output (U [V]/ I [mA]/ %)
-> Initial value output signal (U [V]/ I [mA]/ %)
-> End value of the output signal (U [V]/ I [mA]/ %)
-> minimum output signal (U [V]/ I [mA]/ %)
-> maximum output signal (U [V]/ I [mA]/ %)
-> Output signal at sensor error (U [V]/ I [mA]/ %)
-> Damping of the input signal in sec.
-> Relay status at sensor error (inverted or non-inverted)

Factory setting:
+

Relay sensor error
(max. 50 mA/ 100 V)

- I passive

Input sensor:
PT100 / PT500 / PT1000 / Ni1000 / R 5 kΩ
⇈

4-wire
5 6

Adjustment:
The parameterization will be carried out for commissioning via the front-panel push-buttons or the
KALIB-Software (see "OVERVIEW-MENU"). For this you need a PC as well as the interface adapter
USB2/ USB-Simulator with KALIB-Software.
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Environmental conditions:
Storage temperature:
-40...+70 °C
Operating temperature: 0...55 °C
Isolation voltage:
4 kV eff. 1 sec.
auxiliary power
2,5 kV eff. 1 sec.
input-output-relay

Directive:
EMC Directive:
Low Voltage Directive:

Auxiliary power:
Wide range:

IP 30 housing
IP 20 screw clamps
Mounting rail fixed according to
EN 50022-35 x 7,5 mm
Width:
22,5 mm
Weight:
160 g
Material:
Polyamide PA
Flammability class:
V0 (UL94)
Approval:
CE
Connection:
screw clamps
≤ 2 x 2,5 mm²

⇈

3-wire
5 6

7 8
⇈

2-wire
5 6

7 8

Schuhmann GmbH & Co. KG
Römerstraße 2
D-74363 Güglingen
Tel. + 49 71 35 50 56
Fax + 49 71 35 53 55
www.schuhmann-messtechnik.de

sensor PT 100; measuring range 0...100 °C ≙ output 0,0...20,0 mA

Influence of
auxiliary power:

24...250 V DC
90...253 V AC
<3W
< 0,1 %

Characteristics of transmission:
Transmission error:
< 0,2 %
Linearity error:
< 0,2 %
Temperature error:
< 100 ppm/K
Load influence I:
< 50 ppm
of final value
Load influence U:
< 50 ppm at 1 kΩ load
Setting time:
< 500 msec.
Ordering information:

2014/30/EU*
2014/35/EU

*minimum deviations possible during
HF-radiation influence

Mounting details:
Housing for top hat rail
Type of protection:

For safety reasons we recommend to
mount the housing for top hat rail with a
distance of approx. 5 mm to each other.
31.10.2018
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Type:
MPU 1.00 GW wide range
Accessories: USB2/ USB-Simulator with
KALIB-Software
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